. Textural data of biogenic aragonite. Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the X-ray powder diffraction peak (111) and normalized (over 3) intensities of the aragonite Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) bands 2 and 4. The angle (2) of the maximum of the diffraction peaks and wavenumbers of the maximum of the FTIR bands do not change among samples. n = number of samples; CI = 95% confidence interval. ν2, ν3 and ν4 = characteristic calcium carbonate active vibrational modes. 
PCA analysis
PCA analysis was obtained including bi-dimensional shell shape parameters, (perimeter, area, aspect ratio, solidity, circularity and roundness), and length and height, to observe the possible differences in bi-dimensional shell shape among populations, using R studio software 1 . Length, height, perimeter and area were related to the PC1, aspect ratio and roundness were related to the PC2, and together explained the 72.9% of the variance (Supplementary Fig. S2a ). Circularity and solidity, closer to the centre of the plot, were related to the PC3, which was not considered in the analysis because of the low variance explained (18.7%; Supplementary Fig. S2a ). PCA analysis resulted in a similar bidimensional outline shape in shells of C. gallina from six populations along the Italian Adriatic coast, due to the overlapping position of dots in the space ( Supplementary Fig. S2b ).
The result found using traditional morphometric analysis (PCA), was compared with the result of Palmer et al. 2 , that studied the bi-dimensional shape of Mediterranean specimens of C. gallina by combining elliptic Fourier decomposition of the shell perimeter and canonical variate analysis. They find a geographical variability in bi-dimensional shell shape of C. gallina, by comparing samples from seven geographical groups with highly various environments, from Màlaga, Spain, to Venice, Italy 2 . The differences in bi-dimensional shell shape of C. gallina found by Palmer et al. 2 is not in contrast with our result, because we considered six population located along ~400 km in the Adriatic Sea, from Monfalcone (MO) to Capoiale (CA) and characterized by more similar environmental conditions. Nevertheless, differences in C. gallina shells among populations were obtained analysing the tri-dimensional shell biometric parameters (length, height, width, mass, volume, bulk-density and apparent porosity) not considered in Palmer et al. 2 , but considered in this study (see main text).
Analysing both, bi-dimensional shape shell parameters and tri-dimensional biometric shell parameters, it was possible to discriminate groups rather geographically close and revealed which shell parameters differed among populations. Figure S1 . Environmental parameters. Relationship between environmental parameters (mean annual SR and SST) and the latitude of study sites along the coast of Italy. The black dot indicates the site of Monfalcone, which was characterized by higher temperature than expected at its latitude. n = number of stations; r = Pearson's correlation coefficient. 
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